Trisomy 21 (Down syndrome, DS) is the most common genetic cause of developmental cognitive deficits, and the so-called Down syndrome critical region (DSCR) has been proposed as a major determinant of this phenotype. The regions on human chromosome 21 (Hsa21) are syntenically conserved on mouse chromosome 10 (Mmu10), Mmu16 and Mmu17. DSCR is conserved between the Cbr1 and Fam3b genes on Mmu16. Ts65Dn mice carry three copies of ∼100 Hsa21 gene orthologs on Mmu16 and exhibited impairments in the Morris water maze and hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP). Converting the Cbr1-Fam3b region back to two copies in Ts65Dn mice rescued these phenotypes. In this study, we performed similar conversion of the Cbr1-Fam3b region in Dp(16)1Yey/1 mice that is triplicated for all ∼115 Hsa21 gene orthologs on Mmu16, which also resulted in the restoration of the wild-type phenotypes in the Morris water maze and hippocampal LTP. However, converting the Cbr1-Fam3b region back to two copies in a complete model, Dp(10)1Yey/1;Dp(16)1Yey/1;Dp(17)1Yey/1, failed to yield the similar phenotypic restorations. But, surprisingly, converting both the Cbr1-Fam3b region and the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 back to two copies in the complete model did completely restore these phenotypes to the wild-type levels. Our results demonstrated that the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 is a major determinant of DS-related developmental cognitive deficits. Therefore, the inclusion of the three copies of this Hsa21 orthologous region in mouse models is necessary for unraveling the mechanism underlying DS-associated developmental cognitive deficits and for developing effective interventions for this clinical manifestation.
INTRODUCTION
The presence of an extra copy of human chromosome 21 (Hsa21), i.e. trisomy 21, causes Down syndrome (DS). Trisomy 21 is the most common human aneuploidy compatible with postnatal survival and the most common genetic cause of developmental cognitive deficits (1, 2) . The average IQ of people with DS is significantly lower when compared with people without DS. Substantial evidence has shown that hippocampal dysfunctions are associated with cognitive deficits in DS (2, 3) . But the precise underlying molecular mechanism is not well understood, and no effective treatments have been developed for this clinical condition.
To better understand DS and to develop future therapeutic interventions, the mouse has become the indispensable model organism for DS based on the evolutionary conservation between the human and mouse genomes. The regions on Hsa21 are syntenically conserved with three regions in the mouse genome located on mouse chromosome 10 (Mmu10), Mmu16 and Mmu17, which contain 41, 115 and 19 Hsa21 gene orthologs which encode protein or miRNA, respectively (Figs 1 and 4; http://www.ensembl.org; http://genome.ucsc. edu, last accessed date on 18 September 2013). The Ts65Dn strain is the first viable trisomic mouse model of DS, which is the chromosomally unbalanced progeny of a mouse mutant carrying a balanced translocation; the genetic alteration was randomly induced by irradiation at Muriel Davisson's laboratory (4, 5) . The unbalanced derivative chromosome in the mutant mice, i.e. Ts (17 16 )65Dn, consists of a genomic fragment of 13 Mb extending from miR-155 to the telomere on Mmu16 with 51% of the Hsa21 orthologous region and 57% of the Hsa21 gene orthologs triplicated ( Fig. 1) (6, 7) . Ts65Dn mice consistently exhibit impairments of hippocampal-mediated cognitive behaviors, including impairment in the Morris water maze test (5) . At the neurophysiological level, impairment of hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP) was also consistently observed in Ts65Dn mice (8, 9) . Recently, a mouse mutant carrying a duplication spanning the entire Hsa21 orthologous region in the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16. CGH profiles 1 and 2 were generated using the DNA samples isolated from mouse models 1 and 2, respectively (A). No genomic alterations were detected on Mmu10 and Mmu17. Plotted are log 2 -transformed hybridization ratios of the DNA from mutants versus wild-type mouse DNA. The endpoint genes of the Hsa21 orthologous regions and the Ms1Rhr region are shown. on Mmu16, Dp(16)1Yey/+, was developed using recombinasemediated chromosome engineering (10) . Similar to Ts65Dn mice, Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice also exhibit impairments in the hippocampal-mediated cognitive behaviors, such as impairment in the Morris water maze test, and hippocampal LTP (11) . Subsequently, the mouse mutants carrying the duplications spanning the entire Hsa21 orthologous regions on Mmu10 and Mmu17, Dp(10)1Yey/+ and Dp(17)1Yey/+, respectively, were developed using chromosome engineering. Importantly, the compound mutant carrying all the three engineered duplications, i.e. Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+, also exhibit impairments in the hippocampal-mediated cognitive behaviors, such as the Morris water maze test, and hippocampal LTP (12) .
Segmental trisomies of Hsa21 have been used for genetic analysis of Hsa21 regions associated with a specific phenotype of DS (13) (14) (15) (16) . During these investigative efforts, the Down syndrome critical region (DSCR) was proposed as a critical genomic region on Hsa21 underlying major DS phenotypes, including developmental intellectual disabilities (17, 18) . Ms1Rhr mouse mutant was engineered carrying a deletion between Cbr1 and Fam3b on Mmu16, the mouse orthologous region of the human DSCR (19) . Ts65Dn/Ms1Rhr mice, the progeny from crossing Ts65Dn mice with Ms1Rhr mice, did not exhibit impairments in the cognitive behaviors, such as the Morris water maze test, and the hippocampal LTP (20) . The result from this genetic subtractive experiment showed that the Cbr1-Fam3b region is required for the Ts (17 16 )65Dn chromosome to exert its impact on the cognitive phenotypes in Ts65Dn mice.
The aforementioned studies suggest a possibility that Ts65Dn, Dp(16)1Yey/+ and Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mutants may share a similar mechanism underlying the hippocampal-associated phenotypes. In addition, the Cbr1-Fam3b region may be the only major genetic determinant of the DS-related developmental cognitive phenotypes, and other Hsa21 orthologous regions may play only minor roles in affecting the developmental cognitive phenotypes in DS. In this study, we set out to test these important possibilities by utilizing the mouse mutants configured specifically for the tasks.
RESULTS
The Cbr1-Fam3b region is necessary for the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16 to cause DS-related learning and memory deficits
The so-called DSCR was proposed as a critical genomic region on Hsa21 responsible for the DS phenotypes, including developmental cognitive disability (17, 18) . In mice, the DSCR is conserved in the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16 (Fig. 1A) . To examine the contribution of the Cbr1-Fam3b region to the impact of Mmu16-associated cognitive phenotypes in DS, we employed Dp(16)1Yey/+ and Ms1Rhr mice, which were engineered to carry the duplication spanning the entire Hsa21 orthologous region and the deletion of the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16, respectively (10, 19) . By crossing these mutants, we generated the progeny with the genotypes of Dp(16)1Yey/+, Dp(16)1Yey/ Ms1Rhr (Fig. 1B) or +/+. The genomic contents of these two mouse models were analyzed by array-based comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), which shows the duplication in the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16 in Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice and the Cbr1-Fam3b region was converted back to two copies in Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice (Fig. 1B) . To examine the contribution of the Cbr1-Fam3b region to Dp(16)1Yey-associated impairment of hippocampal-mediated learning and memory, we compared the performances of these three groups of mice in the Morris water maze test. In the hidden platform version, although both latency and the path-length needed for the mice to locate the platform significantly decreased with training for all the mutant mice and the wild-type control mice (P , 0.01, Fig. 2A and B) , there were significant differences in both latency (F 2,24 ¼ 13.88, P , 0.01, Fig. 2A ) and the path length (F 2,24 ¼ 11.02, P , 0.05, Fig. 2B ) needed for locating the platform among the three groups. Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice took a longer average latency and path length than Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr or +/+ mice, but there was no significant difference in latency and path length between Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and wild-type control mice (P . 0.05, Fig. 2A and B) . Because latency is affected by swimming speed, the path-length is a more definitive indicator. In the visible platform version, there was no statistically significant difference in the path-lengths (F 2,33 ¼ 3.04, P . 0.05) in locating the platform among these groups of the mice (Fig. 2B ). In the probe test carried out on the day after the training trials, there was a significant difference in the time spent in the target quadrant (northeast, NE) among these groups (F 2,29 ¼ 3.57, P , 0.05, Fig. 2D ). Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice spent a significantly shorter time in the target quadrant (NE) than the wild-type control mice (P , 0.05, Fig. 2D ), but also shorter time than Dp(16)1Yey/ Ms1Rhr mice (P , 0.05, Fig. 2D ). Additional comparison shows no difference between Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice and the wild-type control mice in their time spent in the target quadrant (P . 0.05, Fig. 2D ). These results showed that although Dp(16)1Yey causes impairment in the Morris water maze test, compounding it with Ms1Rhr led to the complete restoration of the performance of the mice in this test to the wild-type level. These results indicate that the presence of three copies of the Cbr1-Fam3b region is necessary for Dp(16)1Yey to exert its impact on the DS-related learning and memory deficits in mice.
The Cbr1-Fam3b region is necessary for the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16 to cause DS-related impairment of hippocampal LTP To explore the physiological basis of the performances of Dp(16)1Yey/+ and Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice in the Morris water maze test, we carried out in vitro analysis of hippocampal synaptic transmission and plasticity by utilizing electrophysiological recordings in the CA1 region of the hippocampus in brain slices. First, we assessed the basal synaptic transmission by analyzing field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) evoked by stimuli of various intensities and found no significant difference in the input/output curve among the three groups of the mice (F 2,29 ¼ 0.44, P . 0.05, Fig. 3A ). To examine presynaptic function, we compared paired-pulse facilitation and found neither Dp(16)1Yey/+ nor Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr genotype has significant effect on this short-lasting form of synaptic plasticity (F 2,29 ¼ 0.46, P . 0.05, Fig. 3B ). We then investigated hippocampal LTP, which is considered a major physiological mechanism of learning and memory (21, 22) . LTP of the CA1 region of the hippocampus in brain slices was induced by theta-burst stimulation (TBS). Mean fEPSP slopes were measured for 60 min after TBS. There was a significant difference of the mean synaptic response after TBS among the three genotypes (F 2,29 ¼ 14.65, P , 0.001, Fig. 3C ). The mean synaptic response after TBS of Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice was significantly lower than that of the wildtype control mice (P , 0.0001, Fig. 3C ) or Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice (P , 0.001, Fig. 3C ). There was no difference in the mean synaptic response between the latter two (P . 0.05, Fig. 3C ). Thus, these results showed that although Dp(16)1Yey causes impairment in hippocampal LTP, compounding it with Ms1Rhr led to completely restore the hippocampal LTP of the mice to the wild-type level, indicating that the presence of three copies of the Cbr1-Fam3b region is necessary for Dp(16)1Yey to exert its impact on hippocampal LTP in mice.
Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 is a major determinant of DS-related learning and memory deficits in mice
Using the engineered chromosomal rearrangements Dp (16)1Yey and Ms1Rhr, we demonstrated above the absolute requirement of the Cbr1-Fam3b region in order for Dp(16)1Yey on Mmu16 to cause DS-related cognitive impairments (Figs 1-3 ). But Mmu16 is not the only mouse chromosome that harbors an Hsa21 orthologous region. Therefore, to accurately assess the impact of the Cbr1-Fam3b region on DS-related cognitive impairments in mice, we generated Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/ Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ and Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+; Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice (Fig. 4) . In order to assess the potential contributions of other Hsa21 orthologous regions to cognitive phenotypes in DS, we generated and characterized additional compound mutants beyond Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice ( Fig. 4 ) and the wild-type control mice. The genomic contents of these mouse models were analyzed by array-based CGH, which shows the triplication of different Hsa21 orthologous regions as the consequences of the different combinations of a duplication(s) and a deletion (Fig. 4B ). In the hidden platform version of the Morris water maze test, although both latency and the path-length needed for mice to locate the platform significantly decreased with training for all the mutant mice and their wildtype control mice (P , 0.0001, Fig. 5A and B), there were significant differences in both latency (F 5,73 ¼ 11.20, P , 0.0001, Fig. 5A ) and the path-length (F 5,73 ¼ 8.55, P , 0.0001, Fig. 5B ) needed for locating the platform among the groups. Because the latency is affected by swimming speed, the pathlength is a more definitive indicator. In the visible platform version, there was no statistically significant difference in the path-lengths (F 5,73 ¼ 0.65, P . 0.05, Fig. 5B ) in locating the platform among these groups of the mice. A probe test was carried out on the day after the training trials when the platform was removed from the water. Based on the path-length and the time spent in the target quadrant, the mice can be divided into two groups [Group 1: +/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and Dp(10)1Yey/+; Dp(17)1Yey/+. Group 2: Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr; Dp(17)1Yey/+, Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+, and Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+]. The mice with the genotypes of Group 1 performed better in the Morris water maze than the mice with the genotypes of Group 2. The post hoc analysis showed there were differences in the path-length and the time spent in the target quadrant between any genotypes from the two different groups (P , 0.05) but no difference in either of these two parameters between any genotypes within the same group (P . 0.05) (Fig. 5) . The results from this experiment indicate that converting the Cbr1-Fam3b region from three to two copies in the triple-duplication model is not sufficient to restore hippocampal-mediated learning and memory to the wildtype level, and only simultaneous conversions of both the Cbr1-Fam3b region and the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 from three to two copies can rescue this phenotype.
Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 is a major determinant of DS-related hippocampal LTP impairment in mice
To explore the physiological basis of the performances of the compound mutants in the Morris water maze test, we carried out in vitro analysis of hippocampal synaptic transmission and plasticity by utilizing electrophysiological recording in the CA1 region of the hippocampus in brain slices. First, we assessed the basal synaptic transmission by analyzing fEPSPs evoked by stimuli of various intensities and found no difference in the input/output curve among all the mutant groups and the wild-type control mice (F 5,59 ¼ 0.22, P . 0.05; Fig. 6A ). To examine presynaptic function, we compared paired-pulse facilitation and found none of the mutant genotype has significant effect on this short-lasting form of synaptic plasticity (F 5,59 ¼ 0.28, P . 0.05, Fig. 6B ). We then investigated LTP of the CA1 region of the hippocampus, which was induced by TBS. There was a significant difference of the mean synaptic response after TBS among the genotypes (F 5.59 ¼ 14.80, P , 0.001). The mean synaptic responses after TBS of Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and Dp(10)1Yey/+; Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice appeared similar to those of the wild-type control mice (P . 0.05). The mean synaptic responses after TBS of Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ and Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice were similar between these two genotypes (P . 0.05) but were significantly lower than those of wild-type control mice (P , 0.05). The mean synaptic response after TBS of Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16) 1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice was significantly lower than that of the mice with all other genotypes (P , 0.05) (Fig. 6C) .
DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed the contributions of different Hsa21 orthologous regions to the DS-related developmental cognitive phenotypes in mice. The DSCR was proposed as a critical genomic region on Hsa21 responsible for the DS phenotypes, including developmental cognitive deficits (17, 18) . In mice, the DSCR is conserved in the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16. Converting the Cbr1-Fam3b region from three copies to two copies in Ts65Dn mice completely rescued the cognitive phenotypes caused by the presence of the Ts (17 16 )65Dn chromosome, i.e. impairments shown in the Morris water maze test and in hippocampal LTP measurement (20) . However, Ts65Dn mice cannot be used to conclusively assess the contribution of the Cbr1-Fam3b region to Mmu16-associated cognitive phenotypes for the following reasons: first, the entire Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16 spans from Lipi to Zfp295 and contains 15 more Hsa21 gene orthologs than the Ts(17 16 )65Dn chromosome (http://www.ensembl.org, last accessed date on 18 September 2013) (6,7); second, Ts65Dn mice also carry a trisomic segment of an 10 Mb subcentromeric region on Mmu17 that is not syntenic to a region on Hsa21, and this trisomic region contains 60 protein-and miRNA-coding genes (6,7). Because Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice carry the duplication spanning the entire Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16, the complete rescue of impairments in the Morris water maze test and hippocampal LTP by Ms1Rhr in the compound mutant Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr indicates that the Cbr1-Fam3b region is absolutely necessary for the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu16 to exert its impact on DS-related cognitive deficits. This result supports the possibility that Ts65Dn and Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice may share the similar mechanism underlying the phenotypes.
With its essential role established using Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice, we explored the impact of the Cbr1-Fam3b region in a complete genetic model. Surprisingly, we found that converting the Cbr1-Fam3b region from three copies to two copies in the complete genetic model did not significantly improve the cognitive performance in the Morris water maze test, made evident by the data from the Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ and Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice (Fig. 5) . This observation was supported by the results from the electrophysiology experiments in which the hippocampal LTP in Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice remains significantly impaired when compared with that of the +/+ mice, although there is an improvement when compared with the hippocampal LTP in the Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+; Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice. Another surprise from this study is the detrimental effect of the segmental trisomies completely disappeared when both the Cbr1-Fam3b region and the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 were converted from three copies to two copies. This result indicated that, among the Hsa21 orthologous regions, the orthologous region on Mmu17 plays a determining role in causing DS-related cognitive deficits. Our result support the data generated by Julie Korenberg's laboratory using patients carrying segmental trisomies of Hsa21 (13) . Interestingly, the drastic adverse impact of the Mmu17-associated Hsa21 orthologous region on the cognitive phenotypes is revealed only by the analysis of the compound mutants. When Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice were examined, we detected only a small increase in hippocampal LTP but no impairment in the Morris water maze test (11) (Li et al., unpublished data). The phenotypes are similar between Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp (17) 1Yey/+ and Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice, indicating that the impact of the Hsa21 orthologous regions on Mmu17 is the consequence of the interaction between Dp(17)1Yey and the other duplicated region(s) on Mmu16 located outside the Cbr1-Fam3b region (Fig. 4) .
Our results demonstrated that, for DS-related developmental cognitive deficits, the DSCR is not the sole determinant and the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 also plays a decisive role, so understanding how the latter affects the phenotypic outcome may be essential to unravel the underlying molecular mechanism. For the same reason, the contribution of the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 will need to be included in any animal models to be used for developing effective therapeutic interventions. Ts65Dn mice have been used extensively for developing therapeutic interventions, including pharmacological agents, for treating cognitive deficits in individuals with DS (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . Based on our results, it is therefore possible that the therapeutic interventions effective for enhancing cognitive function in Ts65Dn mice may not have the similar effect in patients with DS because the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 is not present in three copies in Ts65Dn mice (29) .
Our current analysis of the mutants carrying different combinations of the duplication(s) and deletion has revealed the critical Hsa21 orthologous regions underlying developmental cognitive deficits in DS. Potential candidate genes which may be causally associated with the phenotypes we observed could be selected from these genomic regions based on their functions. For instance, Dyrk1a and Kcnj6 in the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16 and Pde9a in the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 have been predicted as the critical dosage-sensitive genes for developmental cognitive deficits (30, 31) . Dyrk1a encodes a dual-specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated kinase which has been shown to play an important role in signaling transduction in biological processes, including those in the central nervous system (32) (33) (34) . DYRK1A may contribute to a phenotype through the regulating activity of the nuclear factor of activated T-cells (35) .
Kcnj6 encodes a G-protein-activated potassium channel, which regulates neuronal excitability by mediating inhibitory effects of G-protein-coupled receptors for neuromodulators and neurotransmitters (36, 37) . Triplication of Kcnj6 in Ts65Dn mice resulted in an increase in the G-protein-activated potassium channel (38) and may thereby alter the inhibitory tone of the synapses. Introducing a heterozygous null allele of Kcnj6 into Ts65Dn mice led to a decrease in the resting membrane potential of CA1 pyramidal neurons (39) , but the direct impact of Kcnj6 on hippocampal LTP remains unknown. Pde9a expresses in the hippocampus. The enzyme PDE9A, encoded by this gene, is a negative regulator in glutamatergic signaling and memory formation by degrading cGMP to 5 ′ GMP (40) (41) (42) . An extra copy of PDE9A in individuals with DS may abnormally reduce glutamate signaling, thereby causing impairment in memory formation. For the Hsa21 orthologous region proximal to the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16, C21orf62 has recently been implicated in intellectual disability (http://www.genome.gov/27551936, last accessed date on 18 September 2013). The contributions of these candidate genes to the phenotypes we observed could be examined by a 'subtractive strategy'. Dyrk1a and Kcnj6 could be analyzed in Dp(16)1Yey/Dyrk1a2 and Dp(16)1Yey/Kcnj62 mutants, respectively. To examine the impact of both these genes simultaneously, Figure 6 . Analysis of the contributions of the Cbr1-Fam3b region and the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 to the electrophysiological phenotype in the mouse models of DS. In vitro characterizations of hippocampal synaptic transmission and plasticity were carried out by utilizing electrophysiological recordings in the CA1 region of the hippocampus in the brain slices of the Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ (n ¼ 12), Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ (n ¼ 11), Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr (n ¼ 10), Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ (n ¼ 10), Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ (n ¼ 10) and the wild-type control mice (n ¼ 12). (A) Input-output curves were generated by applying stimuli of increasing intensity and measuring the initial slopes of the fEPSPs. (B) Pairedpulse facilitation was measured by applying two closely spaced stimuli and was expressed as the ratio of synaptic responses (fEPSP2/fEPSP1) as a function of the interstimulus interval. (C) For measuring hippocampal LTP, the fEPSPs were induced by TBS. Recordings were carried out before and after TBS inductions for the DS mouse models and the wild-type control mice. Evoked potentials were normalized to the fEPSP recorded prior to TBS induction (baseline ¼ 100%). The data are presented as the percentage of fEPSP as a function of time.
one of the null alleles could be transferred to the Dp(16)1Yey chromosome through meiotic crossover. Assessing the contribution of Pde9a and C21orf62 to the phenotypes we observed will be more complex because of the interaction of the genomic regions where these two genes are located. Each gene will need to be examined in a model with triplications of the interacting genomic regions, such as the Dp(16)1Yey/ Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ model, using the subtractive strategy. Therefore, Pde9a and C21orf62 could be analyzed in the Dp(16)1/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/Pde9a2 mutant and the Dp(16)1Yey/C21orf62-;Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mutant, respectively. To generate the latter, the Ms1Rhr deletion will first need to be transferred to the Dp(16)1Yey chromosome via meiotic crossover.
Although the above approach is feasible for assessing the impacts of individual potential candidate genes on the mutant phenotypes, it is not the most efficient strategy to identify the causal genes. This is because the Hsa21 orthologous regions associated with the phenotypes we observed contain 134 Hsa21 gene orthologs, and the potential contributions of the vast majority of these genes to the mutant phenotypes cannot be excluded. Therefore, in order to identify the critical gene(s) using the above approach, it may need to examine most of these 134 genes one by one. Alternative to this direct candidate gene screening approach which requires an enormous amount of effort, a far more efficient strategy starts with generating and analyzing desirable new duplications and deletions in the Hsa21 orthologous regions to unbiasedly narrow down the critical genomic regions. It has been previously shown that the duplication of the Cbr1-Fam3b region is sufficient to cause cognitive deficits in the Ts1Rhr mice (30) , and in this study we showed that the duplication of the Cbr1-Fam3b region is necessary to cause cognitive deficits in Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice (Figs 2 and 3) . Therefore, this genomic region can be dissected independently, which contains 30 proteincoding Hsa21 gene orthologs but no miRNA-coding gene ortholog. Because the Kcnj15 gene is located in the middle of the region, Cbr1-Kcnj15 and Kcnj15-Fam3b segments will divide the genomic region into two with a similar number of proteincoding genes in each region. Generating and analyzing Ts1Rhr/ Df(Cbr1-Kcnj15) mice (19) can reveal whether the Cbr1-Kcnj15 region contains a critical gene(s) whose triplication is necessary to cause a mutant phenotype. Generating and analyzing Dp(Cbr1-Kcnj15)/+ mice can reveal whether the same genomic region contains the critical gene(s) whose triplication is sufficient to cause the mutant phenotype. This combination of strategies using a duplication alone and in combination with a smaller deletion could also be utilized to analyze the Kcnj15-Fam3b region as well as the sub-regions in order to narrow down the critical genomic regions. After a minimal critical region(s) is established through systematic genetic mapping, a causal gene can be identified by generating and analyzing a compound mutant which carries a duplication of the minimal critical region and a null allele of a candidate gene located within the region. A similar strategy can be used to identify the critical Hsa21 gene orthologs located proximal to the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16. However, owing to the regional interaction observed in this study, the presence of Dp (17)1Yey in the testing models will be necessary in order to dissect the Hsa21 orthologous region proximal to the Cbr1-Fam3b region on Mmu16 using the aforementioned strategy. Likewise, to dissect Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17, the presence of Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr in the testing models will be necessary.
The molecular genetic mechanism underlying DS-related developmental cognitive deficits may be complex, but our success in establishing the role of the Hsa21 orthologous region on Mmu17 shows the power of mouse mutants carrying defined duplications and deletions in molecular genetic dissection of DS. Future expansion of this type of efforts should greatly facilitate the mechanistic studies as well as the endeavors to develop novel interventional strategies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Dp(10)1Yey/+, Dp(16)1Yey/+ and Dp(17)Yey/+ mice, developed using recombinase-mediated chromosome engineering, carry duplications spanning the entire Hsa21 orthologous regions on Mmu10, Mmu16 and Mmu17, respectively (10, 11) . Individual duplication strains were backcrossed to C57BL/6J mice for five generations. These duplication mice were maintained by sibling mating with the wild-type littermates. Ms1Rhr [Del(16Cbr1-ORF9)1Rhr] mice were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Ms1Rhr mice were crossed with Dp(16)1Yey/+ to generate Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr mice and the compound mutant mice were then backcrossed with Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice for four generations. Afterwards, Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and Dp (16) 1Yey/+ mice from this backcross were bred with Dp(16)1Yey/+ mice and the wild-type littermates from our Dp(16)1Yey/+ colony, respectively. The progeny from these mating experiments, Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr, Dp(16)1Yey/+ and +/+ mice, were used in the experiments for examining the contribution of the Cbr1-Fam3b region to Mmu16-associated cognitive phenotypes in DS. In the experiments for examining the contributions of different Hsa21 orthologous regions on Mmu10, Mmu16 and Mmu17, including the Cbr1-Fam3b region, to DS-related cognitive phenotypes, we first crossed the individual duplication strains to generate Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ mice and then crossed the triple duplication mice with Dp(16)1/Ms1Rhr or +/+ mice generated from the previous set of the experiment. The progeny with the following genotypes were used in the phenotyping experiments: Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1 Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1/Ms1Rhr, Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp (17) 1Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(17)1Yey/+ and +/+. The genotypes of the mutants were determined as described previously (10,11) (http://jaxmice.jax.org/protocolsdb/f?P=116:2:948584393376459 ::NO:2:P2_MASTER_PROTOCOL_ID,P2_JRS_CODE:1503, 005654).
The mutant mice and the wild-type control mice were maintained in a 12 h light and dark schedule with ad libitum access to food and water and a temperature-and humidity-controlled animal facility. All mice used in the experiments were 2 -4 months old. Before behavioral experiments, each mouse was pre-handled for 2 min every day for a week. The experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Roswell Park Cancer Institute.
Array-based CGH
The genomic content of each mouse model was analyzed by array-based CGH (12) . An oligonucleotide array containing 180 000 probes designed for mouse CGH was utilized (SurePrint G3 Mouse CGH Microarray Kit, 4 × 180K; Agilent Technologies, Inc.), which is composed of 60-mer oligonucleotides. The array provides comprehensive coverage of the mouse genome, and the genome coordinates of the probes in the array were predetermined by Agilent Technologies. Genomic DNA was prepared from the tail tissue using the DNeasy Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Inc., Valencia, CA, USA). Genomic DNA samples isolated from wild-type littermates were used as reference controls. For mutants Dp(16)1Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/+;Dp (17) 1Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1Yey/+, Dp(10)1Yey/+;Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and Dp(10)1Yey/+; Dp(17)1Yey/+, the genomic DNA samples were isolated from female mice; so, the genomic DNAs from the wild-type male littermates were used as reference controls. For mutants Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr and Dp(16)1Yey/Ms1Rhr;Dp(17)1/+, the genomic DNA samples were isolated from male mice; so, the genomic DNA from the wild-type female littermates was used as the reference control. The genomic DNA samples from the mouse mutants and the wild-type littermates (1 mg each) were fluorescently labeled using the Agilent Genomic DNA Labeling Kit. Hybridization to the Agilent mouse 180K CGH array was performed for 40 h at 658C. After hybridization, the slides were washed and scanned in an Agilent microarray scanner to generate high-resolution images for both Cy3 (the mutant mice) and Cy5 (the wild-type littermates) channels. Image analysis was performed using Agilent Genomic Workbench 7.0 (Agilent Technologies, Inc.).
Morris water maze test
A standard Morris water maze test was carried out in a circular pool (152 cm in diameter) of water at 25 + 18C (12) . The experimental data were collected and analyzed using HVS Water 2020, an imaging-tracking and analysis system (HVS Image Ltd, Twickenham, Middlesex, UK). Visible-platform training trials were carried out on day 1 and each mouse had four trials. The distance traveled (path-length) in finding the platform was recorded. The hidden-platform training trials were carried out on days 2 -8 and each mouse had four trials each day. The amount of time spent in finding the platform (latency), the distance traveled (path-length) and the swimming speed were recorded. On day 9, a probe test was performed in which the platform was removed from the water and each mouse was allowed 60 s to search the pool. Times spent in different quadrants were recorded.
Hippocampal slice preparation
The procedures for electrophysiological recordings were described previously (8, 43) . Briefly, after the brains were removed from the mice, they were placed in an ice-cold solution bubbled with 95% O 2 -5% CO 2 (pH 7.4), which comprised the following (in mM): sucrose 110, NaCl 60, KCl 3, NaH 2 PO 4 1.25, NaHCO 3 28, MgSO 4 7, (+)-sodium-L-ascorbate 0.6, CaCl 2 0.5 and glucose 5. The hippocampal formation was resected, and the middle third portion was cut into 350 mm-thick transverse slices using a vibratome. The slices were transferred to an interface recording chamber (Automate Scientific, Inc., CA, USA) and submerged in the artificial cerebrospinal fluid, which comprised the following (in mM): NaCl 119, KCl 3.5, NaHCO 3 26.2, MgSO 4 1.3, NaH 2 PO 4 1, CaCl 2 2.5 and glucose 11. The chamber was maintained at a constant temperature (28 + 18C) and the slices were allowed to equilibrate for at least 1 h. The upper surfaces of the slices were in contact with a humidified and oxygenated (95% O 2 -5% CO 2 ) stream.
Electrophysiological recordings and induction of synaptic plasticity
Standard extracellular recording techniques were employed (8, 43) . Schaffer collateral-commissural fibers were stimulated with a bipolar Teflon-coated tungsten electrode (Microprobes, MD, USA). Extracellular fEPSPs were recorded using a glass microelectrode filled with 2 M NaCl (2-3 MV) positioned in the stratum radiatum of the CA1 hippocampal area. For baseline recordings, 0.1 ms test stimuli were delivered once per 20 s (0.05 Hz) for at least 20 min to ensure response stabilization. Basal synaptic transmission was examined based on the relationship between the stimulus intensity and the initial fEPSP slope (i.e. input-output curve). Based on this input -output relationship, the stimulation intensity was set to yield 50-60% maximal response for the rest of the electrophysiological experiments for each genotype. Paired-pulse facilitation, a shortlasting form of synaptic plasticity indicative of presynaptic release probability, was assessed by measuring two closely spaced synaptic responses (fEPSP2/fEPSP1) at various interstimulus intervals. For LTP measurement, TBS was applied after 20 min of stable baseline recording. TBS included 15 trains at 5 Hz, with each train consisting of four pulses at 100 Hz. Signals from recording electrodes were amplified with a microelectrode AC amplifier (Model 1800; A-M Systems, WA, USA) and digitized into a computer file at a 10 kHz-sampling rate by using the Axon Digidata 1400A Data Acquisition System (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Traces were obtained by pClamp 10.2 and analyzed using the Clampfit 10.2 program (Molecular Devices).
Data analysis
The data related to the hidden platform training trails of the Morris water maze tests, input-output curves and paired-pulse facilitation of electrophysiological experiments were subjected to repeated-measure analysis between genotypes, and post hoc analysis was performed using Fisher's LSD test. The data related to the visible platform training trials of the Morris water maze tests and probe tests and hippocampal LTP of electrophysiological experiments were subjected to a one-way ANOVA between genotypes, and post hoc analysis was carried out with a significance level of P , 0.05. In the electrophysiological analysis, n indicates the number of slices analyzed. In the behavioral phenotyping experiments, n indicates the number of mice.
